TIP OF THE WEEK

MODEL …PC210LC - PC490LC Dash 10 & 11
FEATURE ………………………..STRAIGHT TRAVEL
STD / OPT ………………………..OPTION
SUGGESTED SETTING ……...N/A

Straight travel provides single pedal control of left and right track motors for forward and reverse travel. Straight travel provides easy, single pedal machine control in applications where the excavator is required to move in a straight line, such as pipeline work, material handling or underground utility applications.

Effective with introduction of the Dash 10 excavators, the straight travel pedal was relocated to the left of the travel levers, allowing straight travel and the plus one attachment control foot pedal to be installed together. PC210LC through PC490LC Dash 10 or 11 excavator shipped without straight travel, can be retrofitted using a dealer installed, straight travel Field Installation Kit (FIK).

For additional information, please consult the Product Bulletin, Operator’s Manual or Shop Manual. Photos may include optional equipment.